Wrappers
An Impressive Selection of Precision-Engineered Performers Built for Every Need
and Budget

Semi-Automatic L-Sealers
Shanklin Models S-24B, S-24BL, S-26
The Shanklin Semi-Automatic L-Sealers are built for applications that require packaging line speeds approaching those of fully
automatic sealers, but where equipment cost is a factor or where the product does not lend itself to automatic handling. All
models feature automatic sealing cycle, automatic package discharge, EZ load unwind. The model S-24BL is an opposite hand
feed with line operation feeding from left to right.
• Simple—Easy to set up and maintain
• Rugged—Ensures years of efficiency
• Versatile—Easy to operate; easy to change over
• Innovative—Available with new SmartWire system that extends wire life and increases operator efficiency

Automatic L-Sealers
Shanklin Models A-26A, A-27A, A-28A
Meet the Shanklin “A” Team…a lineup of automatic L-Sealers designed to meet countless wrapping challenges! With their
compact design, gentle product feed, and straight line product flow, these machines are ideally suited for handling a wide
variety of products. All feature conveyor-fed automatic operation plus the L-Seal design that provides great flexibility and quick
product change. Models A-26A and A-27A are capable of processing up to 35 packages per minute (45 with high speed gearing)
and are available in USDA-approved models.
• Tough—Rugged construction ensures years of durable performance
• Reliable—Equipped with programmable controllers for simplicity of wiring and ease of troubleshooting; facilitates easy machine set-up
and adjustment
• Flexible—Photoelectric sensor system automatically compensates for package length change; automatic film advance system allows
light, flexible products to be fed through the machine with ease
• Versatile—Designed and built for maximum versatility; incorporating easy product and size changeover
• A-28A—Features adjustable height seal jaws designed for products too large to fit through the A-26A or A-27A; equipped with heavy-duty
discharge conveyor to wrap much heavier product than most automatic L-Sealers can handle
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Form-Fill-Seal Wrappers
The Shanklin FloWrap Series
Fully automatic Shanklin FloWrap machines are continuous motion horizontal form-fill-sealers designed to wrap packages
effortlessly and efficiently. Models F-1, F-5 and F-7 wrap product with neat trim seals on three sides of the package. Models F-3
and F-4 produce packages with trim seals on the ends of the package and a neat overlap seam on the bottom. Models F-1, F-3,
F-4 and F-5 are available in USDA-approved models.
• Fully automatic operation—For maximum speed and efficiency; runs equally well at both high and low speeds
• Versatile—Handles irregular shapes; numerous features and options allow customization to application
• Solid performance—Produces 50-75 packages per minute (depending on application)
• Easy to use—Programmable controller with user-friendly touch-screen control panel for ease of operation and self-diagnostics
• F-1 and F-3—Features belt infeed that accepts intermittently delivered and randomly spaced product, setting the correct spacing by
controlling the infeed belt speeds
• F-4 and F-5—Similar to F-1 and F-3, but with a flighted lug infeed conveyor that facilitates higher operating speeds
• F-7—Similar to F-1, but larger in capacity and designed with heavy-duty conveyors to accommodate larger, heavier product

The Shanklin Triumph® TR-1
The Shanklin Triumph automatic form-fill-seal wrapper is a perfect midrange solution for all those applications that require more
advanced features than an L-Sealer, but not quite as complex as those on a High-Speed Automatic Wrapper. Proudly made in the
USA, packed with a huge list of standard features and very affordably priced, the Shanklin Triumph is easily one of the best shrink
packaging values available on the market today.
• Flexible—Generates product spacing on the fly
• Fast—Can process up to 60 packages per minute
• Versatile—Maintains the right-to-left product flow direction of an L-Sealer but can be operated from either side
• Easy setup—Product changeover facilitated by digital read-outs and up to 25 package parameter recipes
• Easy to use—Fully automatic operation; user-friendly touch-screen interface, reduced operator training time
• Compact—Drop in replacement for most L-Sealers (footprint approx. 5 x 8 feet)
• Reduced downtime—On-board diagnostics, plug-and-play/modular construction
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High Speed Automatic Wrappers
The Shanklin Hy-Speed Series
The Shanklin Hy-Speed Series are top-of-the-line machines that give you the speed and flexibility you need to meet evolving
production demands. Side-sealing models HS-1 and HS-3 and overlap-sealing models HS-2 and HS-4 offer a multitude of features,
including fully automatic product handling, speeds from 100 to 180 packages per minute, and the ability to accommodate a wide
range of product lengths and shapes. All are available in USDA-approved models.
• Excellent value—The fastest, most versatile high-speed wrappers for the price!
• Smooth operation—Features fully automatic continuous flow operation
• Easy to use—Simple to set up and maintain; designed for quick, easy size changeovers; features user-friendly color touch screen controls
• Built to last—Rugged 3/4-inch-thick aluminum frame
• Versatile—Runs equally well at both high and low speeds; capable of handling a wide range of packages; can be used with virtually
any type of film (depending on sealing system)
• Innovative—Features new SmartWire system that extends wire life and increases operational efficiency
• Customizable—Wide variety of options and accessories allow you to customize your Hy-Speed wrapper precisely to your application

The Shanklin Horizon®
The Shanklin Horizon represents the next generation of high speed automatic wrappers, offering a remarkably fast packagesper-minute speed in an efficient, scaled-down design. Available in two models: The Horizon Model R-1 offers a beaded side
seal, and the Horizon Model R-2 offers a bottom lap seal.
• Fast—Automatic high-speed operation processes 200 to 300 packages per minute depending on product length and film speed
• Flexible—Easy to operate, easy to maintain, and easy to change over from one size to another
• Easy Setup—Rapid product changeover facilitated by 25 product parameter recipes
• Versatile—Runs equally well at both high and low speeds
• Compact—Higher speed performance in a smaller footprint
• Robust—More durable than comparable systems currently available
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Shanklin Wrappers…Ready
to take on your toughest
shrink-packaging challenges!

Q U A L I T Y. P E R F O R M A N C E . D E P E N D A B I L I T Y.

• Versatile—With a wide range of models to choose
from, each with numerous features and options,
there’s a Shanklin Wrapper just right for your
application

• Unsurpassed quality— Legendary Shanklin quality
is built right in to every machine we manufacture

• Guaranteed performance—All Shanklin wrappers
come with a two-year warranty…our continued
assurance of quality!

The Shanklin Tradition of Excellence
When you purchase a Shanklin machine, you get more than simply a piece of high-performance
shrink-packaging equipment. You also gain invaluable benefits from our decades of experience
and dedication to excellence in the design and manufacture of our products. It’s a proud tradition of
quality that comes shining through in the remarkable performance, maximized ease of operation, and
long-lasting durability we build into every Shanklin machine. Put one on your line and you’ll soon see
the difference Shanklin can make!

OUR PRODUCTS PROTECT YOUR PRODUCTS®

Impact™ High Strength
Shrink Film
• Great for uniformed-sized,

CorTuff® high abuse film

Equipment systems support

• Strongest impact strength available –

• Feasibility studies of proposed

ideal for heavy, odd shaped products

lightweight products

• Can replace bulkier packaging

• Longer rolls mean fewer

materials

changeovers, less downtime

• Custom-built shrink packaging
systems

• Can be used as primary

• Superior optics for unsurpassed

equipment

shipping media

• Equipment installation, training
and ongoing technical support

shelf appeal

MPD High Speed Films

Xenith™ Soft Shrink Film

Consultative Services

• Designed to run at speeds up to

• Perfect for softer items like printed

• Package concept development

200 ppm

paper goods

• Unparalleled clarity

• Film selection assistance

• Super low shrink force prevents
distortion

• Provides the strongest lap seal
available

• Packaging line audits and
economic analysis

• Runs on a wide variety of equipment

Distributed by:

Shrink Packaging Division
100 Westford Road
Ayer, Massachusetts 01432
978-772-3200 Fax: 978-772-5660
www.shanklincorp.com

Corporate Offices: Sealed Air Corporation
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